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Summoners have toppled empires and challenged 

gods. They are venerated as saviours and feared as 

destroyers. With rings crafted by the ancient Khosani, 

the gifted can call forth demons, dragons, and 

elementals, but only the strongest can control the 

forces they unleash. 

Very Positive (326) All Reviews: 

Mar 19, 2001 Release Date: 

Volition Developer: 

THQ Nordic Publisher: 

Popular user-defined tags for this product: 

RPG Action Fantasy Singleplayer Classic + 

Sign in to add this item to your wishlist, follow it, or mark it as ignored 

Is this game relevant to you? 
Buy Summoner 

Sign in to see reasons why you may or may Add to Cart $4.99 
not like this based on your games, friends, 

and curators you follow. 

Reviews 
Sign In Open in Steam or 

“Summoner is a game of hidden depth; a game with an interesting combat system; an intriguing story.” 

7.6/10 – GameSpot 

Single-player “More than any other single factor, the story and scripting are what make Summoner stand apart.” 

8.8/10 – Daily Radar 

“It offers a lot of character interaction and an interesting storyline that will keep you guessing.” 
Languages : 

8.2/10 – Game Spy Interface Full Audio Subtitles 

English ✔ ✔ ✔ 

German ✔ ✔ ✔ 

About This Game 

Summoners have toppled empires and challenged gods. They are venerated as saviours and Blood 

feared as destroyers. With rings crafted by the ancient Khosani, the gifted can call forth Violence 

demons, dragons, and elementals, but only the strongest can control the forces they unleash. 

The Story: 
Rating for: ESRB Born with the mark of the Summoner, Joseph possesses a power greater than emperors and 

gods. As a child, he summoned a demon to save his village, and watched in horror as those he 

loved were destroyed. Nine years later, the armies of Orenia invade, and Joseph must confront 
Summoner Title: 

the prophecy he was born to fulfill. 
Action RPG , Genre: 

Volition Developer: 

Key Features: 
THQ Nordic Publisher: 

Traverse a beautiful, completely original world spanning two continents. 
Mar 19, 2001 Release Date: 

Up to 16 different creatures to summon and control in combat, such as minotaurs, golems, 
View update history dragons, and original fantastical creatures. 

Read related news 
Cast spectacular spells. Wield an arsenal of weapons. Clad yourself in the armour of a 

warrior. View discussions 

Find Community Groups 

System Requirements 

Share Embed Minimum: Recommended: 

Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 OS: OS: 

1.8 GHz Processor 1.8 GHz Processor Processor: Processor: 

512 MB RAM 1 GB RAM Memory: Memory: 

metacritic 78 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX Graphics: Graphics: 
Read Critic Reviews 

9.0c 9.0c 

Version 9.0 Version 9.0 DirectX: DirectX: 

800 MB available space 1 GB available space Storage: Storage: 

DirectX 9.0c or better compatible sound DirectX 9.0c or better compatible sound Sound Card: Sound Card: 

card card 

© 2014 THQ Nordic AB, Sweden. Developed by Volition Inc. Summoner, THQ and their respective logos are trademarks 
and/or registered trademarks of THQ Nordic AB. All other brands, product names and logos are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respective owners. All rights reserved. 
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See all 
More like this 

The Elder Scrolls® Online ELDEN RING FINAL FANTASY XIV Online 

$19.99 $59.99 $19.99 

Customer reviews 

Overall Reviews: Recent Reviews: 

Very Positive (326 reviews) 

Show graph Review Type Purchase Type Language Date Range Playtime Display As: 

Filters Your Languages 

Showing 289 reviews that match the filters above ( Very Positive ) 

Most Helpful Reviews Overall Recently Posted 

Quimby 1.1 hrs RandalMcdaniel Recommended 
1,439 products in account 12.6 hrs on record (9.5 hrs at review time) Posted: September 17, 2021 

232 reviews 
I can remember getting this for the ps2 all the 

Posted: October 13, 2014 
way back in 2002, and even today the story 

Wow i am so glad i tried installing this little game. The simplicity and the map still is in depth and full, if they 
of it is what makes it such a great RPG. released this again but with modern textures 

and options I would buy it instantly, until then 
Make sure to install the custom screen resolution patch I'll go find Yago in the castle and enjoy this 

classic all over again 
http://timeslip.users.sourceforge.net/ (Look at the left side of the 
web page and scroll down a bit until you see SUMMONER and Helpful? 
download the patch) 

Yes No Funny Award 

Open the dinput.ini file and type in your custom resolution and 
4 people found this review helpful make sure to remove the ; symbol in front 

It should look like this 
[Main] 
;Remove the semicolons from the next line to set a custom 

Lord_Lo_Pan 76.9 hrs 
Read More 

Posted: September 10, 2021 

Was this review helpful? 
I love this game. been playing it since I was a 
kid in 2000. I cant recommend it because it is Yes No Funny Award 

not stable at all and in fact I am completely 
416 people found this review helpful 31 stuck where i cannot move forward without a 
2 people found this review funny crash. I have tried all kinds of "solutions" I have 

it running in compatibility mode. I am not sure 8 3 1 
what else to do. wish this was in a better state. 

Helpful? 

zarincos Recommended Yes No Funny Award 
577 products in account 75.6 hrs on record (30.4 hrs at review time) 

7 reviews 
3 people found this review helpful 

Posted: September 28, 2014 

Absolute unknown gem of a game. Before you get it, though, 
remember that it came out over a decade ago. If you're a 

Wolfkhan66 5.8 hrs 
graphics ♥♥♥♥♥ look somewhere else, and be aware that it 

needs a simple (less than 5 minutes) fix to run correctly on Posted: August 27, 2021 

modern machines. It has its imperfections but they're heavily A classic that still holds up if you give it a 
outweighed by fun combat that you still have to think about, chance and can look past the fact its graphics, 
meaningful skill points, and the basic fun of summoning ui and controls have aged very poorly. 
everything from a floating sword to the incarnation of death to 
help you in fights. Helpful? 

A quick rundown of the negatives: Has what one might call "old Yes No Funny Award 

game syndrome" (no auto saves, quests rely on a walkthrough 
2 people found this review helpful or you being persistant, such as finding an item in a town and 

you're not given any clue as to where it is, enemies can really 

Read More 

Lathania Mullenax 132.0 hrs Was this review helpful? 

Posted: May 25, 2021 
Yes No Funny Award 

Its bad I loved it! 

99 people found this review helpful 
2 people found this review funny 

Helpful? 

Yes No Funny Award 

The Muffin Man Recommended 3 people found this review helpful 
154 products in account 54.6 hrs on record (40.9 hrs at review time) 

3 reviews 

Posted: January 7, 2020 
Prince Vegeta 26.9 hrs 

make a remaster 
Posted: February 27, 2021 

A neat but simple classic RPG. The graphics are Was this review helpful? 

dated and crunchy but the game feels 
Yes No Funny Award rewarding and the story was actually fairly 

interesting. Plenty of interesting creatures you 
76 people found this review helpful 

can summon to fight for you and the combat 
system was a neat little mix of turn 5 

based/action. Overall not a bad experience and 
for only five bucks it's definitely worth a play! 

LowJack_VA1 Recommended Helpful? 

1,405 products in account 0.3 hrs on record 
Yes No Funny Award 32 reviews 

Posted: March 12, 2014 
22 people found this review helpful 

It's been probably eight years since I played this, but I was very 
happy to see it available on Steam. I played the PC console-port 
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of this game and liked it, for the most part. Keep in mind the 
cltnhansen1 39.5 hrs graphics are dated, and the engine is dated, but it's still fun to 

play. I remember running into some graphical glitches and some Posted: January 18, 2021 

quest glitches that were annoying, but didn't ruin the game for 
Great game play Would like to see sumoner 2 

me. I'm a fan of the Volition games like Freespace 1 and 2 and 
come to steam and hopefuly thq nordic will 

this game was a fun departure from that game style. That said, I 

make a 3rd great games 
really, really, really hope Freespace 1 and 2 come to Steam! 
Summoner is a good console game port and is a fun game. I 

Helpful? 
remember the summoning being extremely compelling and it 

kept me playing all those years ago. I'm looking forward to Yes No Funny Award 
playing it again! 

6 people found this review helpful 
Read More 

Was this review helpful? 

DJ ЧЕРНЫЙ pro 1 and 43.6 hrs 
Yes No Funny Award 

Posted: January 11, 2021 

98 people found this review helpful 11 
in this game......old man come to u and say "u 1 person found this review funny 
are summmoner ". ok. i am summoner, so now i 

summon?NO play half game without summon! 
ok. so i play game.NO. do quest....ok i do quest 

Ra7en Recommended like: find missing doll, bribe homless ppl..then 
king says �� sumoner? yes (hhow did he know) 919 products in account 5.9 hrs on record (4.5 hrs at review time) 

54 reviews then king says "spoiler alert i will now tell to 
you quest! " so u click ok and he plays game for Posted: April 25, 2014 

u WTF (his face: ��)... and then u win? WoW, once again these old games never cease to amaze! While 
it is currently debated among some friends, I still think 

Helpful? Summoner is the inspiration for Skyrims tale. You are born with 
a mark that allows you to summon, but not until you get proper 

Yes No Funny Award 
training, even the king without an heir (his 4 sons died under 
strange circumstances, and one idiot move), While some argue 6 people found this review helpful 1 
this is a storyline of many games and movies, I feel this one is 1 person found this review funny 

very close to how Skyrim is written 

The world appears gigantic, however downside, is there are not 
enough NPC's to make up for the space. So it feels empty in 

these otherwise large towns, cities and buildings. 

Music is modern - odd choice, you would expect something 

Read More 

Was this review helpful? 

Yes No Funny Award 

52 people found this review helpful 
1 person found this review funny 

Neko Eating A Cheeseburger Not Recommended 
99 products in account 0.2 hrs on record 

8 reviews 

Posted: June 2, 2017 

Product refunded 

I played Summoner for the PS2 to the point the disc turned into 
dust, so I was happy to see it on Steam, ESPECIALLY on a 
discount. Alas I can't recommend it at this time. I have no 
criticisms of the game itself as it stands-- I just can't get the 
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ thing to work. I have a litany of issues, namely the 
cutscenes are unwatchably fast, which is a deal breaker for me. I 

scoured the internet for solutions on Steam, GOG, Gamefaqs, 
you name it. Tried every solution I could find; fidding with the 
game options, NVidia options, using Timeslip's patch, NGlide, 
D3DOverrider-- nothing works for me and it is infuriating. Not to 
mention the plethora of other problems that comes with games 
that are this dated. 

It seems like a lot of people have put a lot of hours into it on 

Read More 

Was this review helpful? 

Yes No Funny Award 

57 people found this review helpful 9 
10 people found this review funny 

neil.cole1 Not Recommended 
206 products in account 15.4 hrs on record (1.4 hrs at review time) 

12 reviews 

Posted: February 14, 2015 

I love this game; however, the controls on Steam are terrible. 
WASD doesn't move you around you must point and click to 
move. The camera is awkward to say the least and the greatness 
of the game is lost as a result. I wish I could recommend this 
game but in this state...it just isn't worth it. 

Was this review helpful? 

Yes No Funny Award 

32 people found this review helpful 3 
5 people found this review funny 

Most Helpful Reviews In the past 180 days 

rubyismycat Recommended 
291 products in account 18.5 hrs on record (0.5 hrs at review time) 

223 reviews 

Posted: November 27, 2021 

This is a TERRIBLE LOOKING ancient game if fantastic but i warn 
you dont be fooled this game is damned hard complex and deep 
its not for dummies oh and yes i went to the shops and bought 
a physical copy of this game on the day it was released and i 

was old back in those days 21 years later i still think this is an 
awesome game 

Was this review helpful? 

Yes No Funny Award 

3 people found this review helpful 
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Most Helpful Reviews In the past 90 days 

Brazil Recommended 
1,861 products in account 10.5 hrs on record 

25 reviews 

Posted: January 15 

Legit one of my favorite RPGs of all time. I wish THQ Nordic 
would revive this franchise or give us Summoner 2 on PC. 

Was this review helpful? 

Yes No Funny Award 

3 people found this review helpful 

Most Helpful Reviews In the past 30 days 

perryhillyer57 Recommended 
5 products in account 25.2 hrs on record (12.3 hrs at review time) 

2 reviews 

Posted: March 16 

I have enjoyed this "Old" school RPG game. Sometimes it's nice 
to play games which have that old time feel to it. 

Was this review helpful? 

Yes No Funny Award 

1 person found this review helpful 
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